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Abstract— Several studies have came up with the possibilities of microblogs based discussion which provides meaningful data 

for analysis. In decision making process, the opinions of others have some significant impact on making our choices.  Users on twitter 

read and write their views on variety of topics every day. Twitter can be used as medium for political deliberation also, which may be 

useful to analyze whether these short messages reflect political sentiments. Using sentimental analysis we are trying to focus on twitter 

data related to Telangana Rashtra Samithi(TRS) popular candidate  for  upcoming  Telangana state election which would be held in  

December 2018. We conducted a Sentimental analysis of over 1440 tweets appeared in the duration of August to 17 October 2018. We 

tried to compare our results with news channels survey,   where we found out that our results are closer  to few news surveys.  
 

Keywords— Overall sentimental analysis, Aspect based sentiment analysis, Probabilistic topic models, Supervised Joint Aspect 

And Sentiment Model (SJASM), Overall Sentiment Prediction 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 Sentimental analysis is also known as opinion mining or emotion AI(Artificial Intelligence). It is a process to 

determine users attitude whether his/her writing is positive, negative or neutral. Sentimental analysis can be performed in 

various fields of business, politics and public actions. Its innate tendency of humans to determine sentiments. Sentimental 

analysis is popular because of  reason, that opinions are central to almost all human activities and are having some influence on 

our behaviour. While making any decisions we take others opinions. Though it is time consuming, inconsistent and costly still it 

has been considered as important means of decision making process. It is not feasible individually to read thousands or lakhs  of 

tweets and score them for sentiments.  In political fields by keeping track on political views whether there is consistency or 

inconsistency in the statements or actions at government level, this can also help in predicting election results. Public Actions 

are used for monitoring and analysing social fact or situation for determining mood of blogosphere. In business to develop 

marketing strategies by understanding customers opinion on product or brand, the customer are interested to buy a  product or 

not. Online user generated reviews act as a great feedback in the real world scenario as they became unavoidable part of 

decision making process of customers regarding product purchases, hotel bookings, cab bookings etc. This is the cheapest and 

efficient way of receiving feedback which helps in maintaining and improving quality of product or services, it's like keeping 

track on business or companies reputation on daily basis.  

 

 Twitter Sentiment Analysis  

 Twitter users generates millions of tweets every day. With such huge users twitter has been consistently attracting 

users to give their opinions about any issues or any topic of interest. This is the reason twitter is used as informative source by 

many companies, institutions and organization. Tweeter users are allowed to share their opinions using 140 characters.  Users 

can compact their text using slang, abbreviations, emoticons etc. Users use sarcasm and polysemy, which seems to term as 

unstructured twitter language. Sentimental analysis is performed for extracting sentiments from tweets, these results can be used 

in analyzing and monitoring changes in sentiments with an event, particular brand, product, public reviews on government 

policies etc. 

 We perform sentiment analysis on our topic of interest. It is required to formulate which kind of feature decides 

sentiment of  users. In our model we classify the tweets into positive and negative sentiments. We perform sentimental analysis  

to classify tweets accurately in different sentiment classes. Sentimental analysis on twitter  data is challenging because of the 

following reasons  [1] 
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1. Tweet size limited to 140 characters thus statements generated are compact resulting  limited set of features. 

2.  Use of slang, these type of words and phrases are different from English language and treated as informal language which 

used in speech rather than writing. 

3. Use of hash tags, urls, user reference require different processing. 

4. Users expressing their opinion in variety of ways such as using different languages in between, repeating the words, use of 

symbols while expressing their emotions. 

 

Politics 

 Majority of  tweets are related to politics, this is the reason why politicians are aiming to connect through tweeter with 

the users. They use it for posting various activities which would attract public. Users supports or disagreement are 

expressed in form of reviews towards government action, debates, policies etc. Thus it is helpful to determine users view 

for their votes. [2] Related to political fields  several such research have been performed earlier, in 2008 during US 

presidential elections based on facebook opinions, the overall study regarding number of supporters of the candidates. 

Obama administration team in 2012 used sentimental analysis tool for analysis of US presidential election, as negative 

comments about some particular candidates appearing on social media. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 Sentiments and opinion expressed in text can be survey at different scale of granularity. Analysis of overall text on 

sentimental basis can be framed as classification issue.  Analysis on the piece of text may not be so helpful to exactly discover 

specific person  like or dislike. Survey says that overall sentimental analysis and aspect based sentimental analysis are isolated 

thus different methods for analyzing were developed. There exists dependency between overall sentimental analysis and aspect 

based sentimental analysis issues. Sentimental analysis can be used in social media, project management, market fields where 

the reviews given by the user helps to understand their strength and weakness. Knowing competitors strengths and weakness 

helps in analysis and evaluate their own performance and find out ways to improve. Research have analyze that twitter is not 

only use for communication but it is also used for conversation, their study stated that internet conversation act as a vehicle for 

political activity. Few research focused on political blogs to find out  effect on real world politics by keeping eye on mainstream 

media, supporters, in other case ignoring offline activities. Uber has been using this technique on daily basis to see whether their 

new version of app is liked by their customer or not.  Williams and Gulati in 2008  said that facebook supporters can be 

considered as a valid measure of electoral success.  Sunstein in 2008 specifically said that microblog contents may be a efficient 

predictor for election results. A conference paper on Japanese national election reports in 2010 stated the correlation between 

the candidate mentioned and the tweeter , results shows more than 80% among all constituencies  mentioned candidates won the 

election.  U.K election survey in 2010 also tired to predict the national votes share with average error of 1.75%  points. [3] 

Facebook impact on presidential election resulted up to 77% to 86% of variance, suggesting that online campaign activity is 

important for indicating the candidate electoral success. The impact may remain same as compared to traditional measures like 

organizing activities, expenditures, campaigning etc but result stated that there was zero impact on votes for the candidates who 

failed to utilize social network. There is strong relation between actual vote share and facebook vote share support from 18-24 

age voters, further up to 29 yr old consider as independent voters. [4]Analysis on 1,00,000 tweets considering different parties 

and politicians they found that tweets reflect to voters preference which was nearly close to traditional election polls and 

sentiment reflects to electorate sentiment proof. Live twitter debate discussion was dominated by less user, 4% among all user 

considered for more than 40% of tweets. The MAE(mean absolute error) 1.65 which is closer to the traditional election result. 

  

 The task of analyzing overall sentiments from the text was termed as classification problem into positive or negative 

text. It is important to analyse aspect level sentiments and overall sentiments, here we focus on voters generated tweets with aim 

of identifying semantic feature and aspect level sentiments and try to predict overall sentiments of voters. We experiment 

extending LDA model and construct probabilistic joint aspect and sentiment framework to model textual opinion pairs. 

Carefully designed supervised unified model can benefit from interdependency between two issues and support to improve each 

other. On top of probabilistic topic model supervised layer is introduced for capturing overall classification  information. 

Developed a supervised joint aspect and sentiment model(SJASM) which is for aspect based sentiment analysis and overall 

sentiment analysis as an unified framework. We use the available real world tweeter data. The work tries to predict overall 
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sentiments of review through normal linear based model on inferred hidden aspect and sentiments. Work presents detail 

inference model for SJASM based on collapsed Gibbs sampling[5].  

 

3. METHODOLOGY  
 We have performed Semantic aspect detection, Aspect level sentiment identification and overall sentiment analysis. 

Semantic aspect detection used to detect hidden semantic aspects of opinion from user generated reviews. Aspect level 

sentiment identification used to identify fine grained sentiment analysis i.e. positive/negative for each detected semantic aspect. 

Overall sentiment analysis, for given unlabeled review we find the overall sentimental rating by designing regression procedure 

over the inferred hidden aspect and aspect level sentiment. Here instead of taking bag of words we adopt processing usual text 

documents. Reviews are represented in form of opinion pairs, each opinion consists of an aspect term and related opinion word 

in review the document. Supervised joint aspect and sentiment model (SJASM) cope up with aspect based sentiment and overall 

sentiment analysis issues in one go under unified framework. 

3.1 Semantic Aspect detection 

 In semantic aspect detection we aim to detect hidden semantic aspect of  opinions from the user generated reviews, 

where each aspect can be represented in the form of  hidden semantic cluster. 

 

3.2 Aspect based sentiment analysis 

  Aspect based sentiment analysis is also known as feature specific sentimental analysis, where feature and aspect are 

different. In real world scenario the fined grained sentiments may well tip the balance in the decision, as voters are not just 

satisfied with overall sentiments  but they also look for what are positive and negative aspects. There has been growing interest 

in analysing aspect level sentiment in last few years. Aspect being a unique semantic expressed in the form of text documents. 

Aspect based sentiment analysis consist of detecting hidden semantic aspect from the given text document and identifying fined 

grained sentiments expressed towards aspects. 

Structural tag method  

  Lexical method integrates linguistic features and context of words for discovering the opinions from the reviews. 

Conditional random field(CRF) model for fine grained review analysis and summarization. Considering this model for single 

domain and cross domain feature extraction  issue, said that they need larger scale fine grained tag/label data for building this 

model which is difficult to come in the reality. 

Linguistic method 

  Unsupervised Linguistic method relay on syntactic pattern to cope up with fined grained sentiments analysis issue. 

Proposed  Syntactic parsing  based double propagation method  for feature specific sentiment. According to survey based on 

grammar  eight syntactic rules were proposed  for recognizing pair wise word dependency for each sentence.  

 

3.3 Overall sentimental analysis 

User generated data 

 Supervised model on n-gram text feature is used to classify text tweets into positive or negative sentiments. 

Subjectivity detector is used for filtering non subjective sentences from each review, further applied classifier to extract subject 

for sentiment prediction. Random field based model was used to integrate contextual dependency  and label redundancy feature 

for sentence level sentiment classification. Lexical feature and discourse constraints at inter or intra sentence level was 

incorporated. Parse and paraphrase method was used for reviewing a product, where linguistic adverbial and negation feature 

exploited to predict sentiments.  Various embedding methods have been surveyed for reviewing data for analysis. An 

unsupervised probabilistic model for word embedding and based words appearing in comments at sentence and document level. 

Hierarchical structure, compositional semantics through recursive auto encoder model for creating sentence embeddings.  

Tweeter data 

 Tweeter attracting users has stated for desirable sentimental analysis at document level or sentence level. The user 

review data  generally consist of labels with scarcity of high quality label data.  For analysis overall sentiments of comments 

combines previous or background lexical based upon pre compiled lexicon into supervised pooling multinomial classification 

model.  Another approach was put into picture where  text and non text sets feature was used using two view co-training method 

for semi supervised learning classifying tweeter data sentiments. Survey say that word, sentence or documents cannot 

sufficiently and exactly prove  users likes or dislike. Users look for the specific aspects which is expressed in the text, they 

seems not been satisfied with overall sentiment in the text. 

 

3.4 Probabilistic topic models 

Probabilistic topic models typically built on LDA model had been used for aspect sentiment analysis, semantic aspect can be 

formulated as latent topics i.e. latent variables. As per the survey majority of existing probabilistic joint topic models are 
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unsupervised or partially supervised and did not considered overall classification of text documents in their framework. Models 

can capture hidden semantics but cannot predict overall sentiment classification of text document. These models rely on 

document specific sentiment distribution to give the approximate results from overall sentiment document. Carefully designed 

unification model may benefit from interdependencies between two issues and support to improve each other. Multi aspect 

sentiment analysis was introduced for aspect level sentiments from review. Extended LDA model and introduced joint 

sentiment topic model(JST) for sentimental analysis. Further extending model based on precompiled sentiment lexicon they 

introduced weakly supervised joint sentiment topic model, this model cannot directly predict overall sentiments of review 

documents. They identified semantic aspect through bootstrapping algorithm using LARA(latent aspect classification  analysis) 

approach, then inferred the fine grained sentiment classification through supervised latent classification  regression model. This 

model treated overall  classification as constraint to infer weight of hidden aspect, thus model cannot predict overall sentiment 

or classification of review document. Majority of existing models are unsupervised or partially supervised, they model user 

generated text content but were unable to consider overall sentiment classification  in their framework.  

 The proposed SJASM approach belong to probabilistic topic model family. We focus on user generated review and 

overall sentiment, and experiment to propose a new SJASM for sentimental analysis issue. This is extended approach which is 

related but different from the existing. 1) This work focus on sentimental analysis rather than review quality evaluation issue. 2) 

Generalization of normal linear approach for modelling overall sentiment response. 3) Uses overall Sentiment classification  

and prior lexical information for supervision data. 4) use of Sampling approach from existing system for parameter estimation 

of SJASM [6]. 

4. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 In Aspect based sentimental analysis and overall sentimental analysis there exists interdependency issues. By 

concluding from predictive hidden aspects and sentiments from twitter reviews it can be helpful to predict overall sentiments of 

the review. Overall sentiment of twitter reviews can be helpful to provide guidance and constraints for concluding fine grained 

sentimental analysis on topic/aspect from reviews. We focus on modelling user generated review and overall classifications. 

Our aim is to identify aspect level sentiment and predict overall sentiment from the user generated reviews. In case of  Semantic 

aspect detection we aim to detect hidden semantic aspect of an opinion from the whole review document, here we represent 

each aspect in form of hidden semantic cluster. In aspect level sentiment identification, we identify fined grained semantic 

sentiment orientation(positive, negative) indicated for each detected aspect. Overall sentiment prediction, we will form 

prediction for overall sentiment rating by employing a carefully designed regression procedure over the inferred hidden aspects 

and aspect level sentiment. 

 

5. EXPERIMENT 
 We have conducted experiment on 1440 twitter messages which was extracted from twitter, appeared in the month of 

August and September 2018. Available dataset seems to be less as per our expected requirements. We found that  

candidate was having 226K followers on twitter and only 551 users have  commented, including supporters and opposes. 

Depending on the keywords we have extracted the data, which we found to be important for our experiment 

 

 
Fig no.2 Sample data 
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Supervised Joint Aspect And Sentiment Model (SJASM) 

 We assume that the generation for  aspect specific sentiment depend on aspect, aspect term on aspects,  opinion 

depends on sentiment orientation and semantic aspect, overall review classification depend on semantic aspect level sentiments. 

SJASM model results in better identification results as compared to existing model as, this model leverages overall 

classification as supervision data for identifying meaningful semantic aspects. Represent each review document in form of 

opinion pairs and simultaneously utilize  independent pairs of aspect term  and correlate opinion words for hidden aspect 

detection.  

 

Overall Sentiment Prediction 

 SJASM model formulates overall sentiment prediction task  for supervised regression issue. We deduce the hidden 

topic and sentiment structure by using a fitted model for unlabeled review document. Thus performing prediction by overall 

sentiment response over aspects and sentiment review.  SJASM over LDA model can be novel approach for sentimental 

analysis as it deals with the aspect level sentiment analysis and overall sentiment analysis. It detects semantic aspect and overall 

sentiments which  concludes that which positive and negative aspect  are predictive and  meaningful for overall sentiment 

prediction.  SJASM utilize weak supervision based on lexicon for analysis. 

SJASM models hidden related structure of review data. Experimental results gives good performance but not good as 

compared with existing system.  We conclude hidden semantic aspects and reviews can be predictive for overall sentimental 

analysis. For prediction of overall review documents revert sentiment response on concluded latent aspect and review. 
 

Calculation 

 Let S refer to semantic orientation i.e. positive / negative. Sentiments are formulated as latent variable, referring to 

hidden semantic cluster of opinion words in review that shares same sentiment polarity. R indicates reviews generated by 

users(input to system). F indicates system function, O indicates reviews given for particular topic by  the user(system output).  

S={R,F,O} 

where F={f1, f2, f3} 

f1 = overall sentiment analysis, f2 = aspect based sentiment analysis, f3 = Probabilistic topic models.  

m= number of review documents on particular topic 

D={d1, d2, ...dM} 

Each review dM   is reduced to list of N opinion pairs 

dM = {(t1,o1), (t2,o2),.... (tn,on)} 

tn = aspect term 

on = opinion word 

Each opinion pair has an aspect term and corresponding opinion word in review. 

 

6. RESULT 
Category No. of users No. of tweets Positive tweets Negative tweets 

Scheme 67 175 50 28.57 % 125 71.42% 

TRS 339 947 394 41.60% 553 58.39% 

News 51 132 106 80.30% 26 19.69% 

Election 94 186 50 26.88% 136 73.11% 

Total  551 1440 600 41.66% 840 58.33% 

Table no.1 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS  

 

As shown in the Table no.1 we have divided our research work into 4 categories i.e. scheme, TRS, News and 

Election these are the tweets related to candidate on which users have commented. We have not gone deep into 

Scheme related comments to find out what were users opinion about the schemes proposed by candidate. Users 

comments related with Scheme shows 28.57% positive and 71.42% negative  results. The results are negative 

showing unsatisfactory in the schemes related work performed by candidate. TRS related comments shows 41.60% 

positive and 58.39% negative results. News related tweets we have considered to know what users think on the news 

survey. This survey shows 80.30% positive and 19.69% negative results which is quite different from our survey. 

Telangana Election 2018 comments gives 26.88% positive and 73.11% negative results. Overall result states that 

41.66% positive and 58.33% tweets are negative. We conclude that 41.66% of twitter users are in the favor of 

candidate to vote, while 58.33% are not satisfied with the candidates work.  
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News channel name News channel survey results presented on twitter  for TRS party(%) 

TV news 5 90 

INDIA TODAY 44 

AAJ TAK 43 

NDTV 85 

SAKSHI POST  34.9 

Table no.2 News channel survey results 

 We try to compare our results with the news channel survey as seen in Table no. 2 . We have surveyed on different 

news channels survey results, which shows relatively distinct results. As per our results consideration INDIA TODAY, AAJ 

TAK and SAKSHI POST surveys are closer to our experimental research. Thus overall we conclude that our results shows 

41.66% of chances of TRS wining the Telangana election which would take place in December 2018. 

7. CONCLUSION 
 This experiment is conducted on twitter data, due to the scarcity of twitter data we are unable to get more clear results 

as expected. We have analysed 1440 twitter messages mentioning candidate prior to Telangana state election 2018. In our 

survey we found that twitter is used as a platform for political deliberation. The mere number of tweets reflects voters 

preferences and approximately comes closer to traditional election polls survey and news surveys. The political tweets closely 

corresponds to voters sentiments and proof from the media coverage of campaign trail. We found that twitter is not just used for 

spreading political opinions but also for discussing their opinions with other users. The politicians profile plausibly reflect 

nuances of election campaign. According to availability of data set we provide evidence to support our experiment that twitter 

provides a mechanism for weighing information. We found that there was less equality of  participation in our sample data  and 

heavy users were not able to present their opinions in the discussion and thus affect the  accuracy of  aggregate results. Our 

results suggest that twitter may complement with the traditional methods of political forecasting. Advantages of this method is 

that twitter data is freely available, easily accessible, fast results as compared to traditional polls, updated information, raw data 

and greater variety of topics can be covered and at various frequencies. Overall we conclude that twitter can be considered as a 

valid indicator over political landscape off line. There is a possibility that users may raise concerns on our results, for which we 

have theoretically explained the reasons for this sample to produce predictions which are accurate. Our experiment is more 

dedicated towards comparing twitter data with political landscape off-line. 

 

Future scope: We would like to perform analysis in more comprehensive manner by including threads of discussion and links 

to analyse information beyond tweets.  The links in tweets may be pointing to external sources such as news articles, which can 

be considered as good source of data for analysis. It would help to understand what extent of  contents provides new or unique 

insights to the research.  
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